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Abstract—This paper proposes an application based on
convolutional neural network-bidirectional long shortterm memory and connectionist temporal classification
for the problem of license plate recognition. Unlike
previous machine learning models, the hybrid network
handles variable-length sequences and does not need to
segment characters from plates. The application
experiments with a model of hybrid network, evaluates
its correct predictions on the validation set by BLEU
scores, and compares it with the model of K-nearest
neighbors and the model of Support vector machines.
Estimated BLEU scores show that the model of hybrid
network gives a reliable accuracy, and this result is
better than that of two machine learning models.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of vehicles in cities has grown
quickly and it is not easy to control security and
traffic without an efficient solution to the problem of
license plate recognition. For instance, if the speed of
a car on the road is higher than the maximal speed,
law enforcement agencies need to recognize the plate
of that car before finding out the owner’s identity.
License plate recognition is not a new subject and
there are previous approaches to this problem.
Typical models of machine learning are K–nearest
neighbors (KNN) and Support vector machines
(SVM) [10,11], which give really impressive results.
However, a difficulty of these models is that they
must divide each plate into discrete patterns before
performing the learning stage on patterns. If models
lack effective image processing operations, then they
obtain poor recognition results.
This paper proposes an application that combines
the advantages of convolutional neural network
(CNN) and bidirectional long short-term memory
(BLSTM). Furthermore, the application applies
Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) to the
hybrid network. CTC does not require specific
information of the input data and it allows the hybrid

network to train the input data without segmentation
phases [6]. In other words, the CNN-BLSTM can
overcome the drawbacks of the machine learning
approach.
The application experiments with the CNNBLSTM on the training and validation sets. The
application evaluates the accuracy of this hybrid
network on the validation set by BLEU scores [13]
and compares it with SVM and KNN models. In fact,
the hybrid network gives a noteworthy improvement
in training irregular plates or poor quality plates.
Experiments show that the hybrid network can
achieve average BLEU score from 0.86 to 0.92 on the
validation set. Meanwhile, both the SVM and KNN
models obtain maximal BLEU score no more than
0.9.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Convolutional Neural Network and
Bidirectional Recurrent Neural Network
In recent years, CNN has been widely applied in
deep learning fields such as object recognition and
computer vision. Along with improvements in
optimization algorithms, the published results of
projects indicated that CNN could achieve high
performance for those subjects.
The structure of CNN [1] is quite different from
that of a multi-layer perceptron network. Except for
input and output layers, CNN consists of three types
of layers and each one handles a specific function.
Convolutional layers play a crucial role in CNN when
they use kernel filters to extract local features of
images. Many various features can increase the
recognition accuracy of CNN. Due to a large number
of parameters for feature maps, so pooling layers
reduce this burden by down-sampling operations.
Lastly, feature maps of pooling layers or
convolutional layers are connected to one fully
connected layer, which takes all neurons in the
previous layer and connects them to every single
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neuron of the current layer to generate global
semantic information.
CNN model takes the input data as a set of discrete
patterns. If a CNN model faces sequential data, it does
not train sequences directly. In this case, each
sequence must be split into discrete patterns before
each pattern can be learned by that model.
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is an appropriate
complement to CNN. RNN provides a powerful
mechanism for handling variable-length sequences.
Ordinary RNN includes the input layer, output layer,
and hidden layer with recurrent connections.
Although ordinary RNN has difficulty in carrying
information over a long distance, its several variants
are able to deal with this limitation. LSTM is such an
example, it does not just inherit common features of
ordinary RNN but also controls better flows of
information between neurons than ordinary RNN. A
unit in the hidden layer of LSTM is a memory block
containing at least one memory cell and three gates.
“Input gate” allows LSTM to keep or override
information in a memory cell, LSTM uses “Output
gate” to decide when to access information in a
memory cell and when to prevent a memory cell from
perturbing the remainder of a network, “Adaptive
forget gate” learns to reset the content of a memory
cell if the information is no longer necessary [2,3]. As
a result, LSTM can avoid exploding or vanishing in a
large number of time steps.
RNNs only use past context while information
from both forward-backward directions is useful and
complementary to each other. Schuster and Paliwal
propose a bidirectional recurrent neural network [4]
(BRNN) including two layers, the first layer is in
charge of the forward direction and the second one for
the backward direction. The output from forward
states is not connected to the input of backward states,
and vice versa. Future and past information of the
currently evaluated time frame can directly be used to
minimize the objective function without the need for
delays.
B. Connectionist Temporal Classification
Several hybrid networks such as RNNs with
hidden Markov model (HMM) are studied to cope
with sequence labeling. Nevertheless, HMM requires
a state model design and needs dependency
assumptions for making inferences. Moreover, these
hybrid models do not show the full potential of RNNs
for sequence modeling.
CTC is an alternative to HMM, when decoding
with this mechanism, RNNs do not need specific
knowledge of the input data, and they do not also have
to perform the segmentation phase. The principle of
CTC is that it interprets the output of RNNs into a
probability distribution over label sequences [6].

Figure 1. (a) An example of CTC Decoding;
(b) PS decoding on the label alphabet X,Y.

From this probability distribution, if the objective
function in (2) is minimized, CTC can maximize the
probabilities of correct label sequences. To achieve
this, RNN models also need to train the input data
with an optimizer.
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There are some approximate decoding methods,
which give relatively good results in practice. The
first one is called “Best path decoding” (BP), which
assumes that the most probable path will correspond
to the most probable labeling, as defined in (3).
Nonetheless, in several situations, this decoding
mechanism does not predict results as expected. In
Fig. 1a, BP algorithm generates the labeling “”
(probability = 0.6*0.6 = 0.36) but the correct answer
is “a”. By increasing the number of candidates (best
beams) at each time-step, the sum of the probabilities
of possible paths yielding ‘a’: 2*0.6*0.4 + 0.4*0.4 =
0.64. Therefore, “Vanilla beam search decoding”
(VBS) [7] may improve the accuracy of decoding in
such situations.
“Prefix search decoding” (PS) divides the output
sequence into sections that are very likely to begin
and end with a blank. CTC chooses boundary
positions where probabilities of blank labels are
above a given threshold. In Fig.1b, the number above
an end node (‘e’) is the probability of the single
labeling ending at its parent. The search ends when
the labeling “XY” is more probable than any
remaining prefix.
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III.

RELATED WORK

A. Functions in the Application
The experimental application includes three main
functions in Fig. 2a: Pre-processing and Extraction,
CNN-BLSTM, and CTC Decoder.

Figure 3. Plates are pre-processed and extracted from images.

Figure 2. (a) Functions of the application;
(b) Structure of the CNN-BLSTM.

In the first function, each image in the data set
should be pre-processed before the detection phase.
Initially, the image is converted into a gray image.
Photos of the data set are taken in actual conditions,
so the application adjusts the contrast of each image,
eliminates noise, and enhances borders in images
with Blur and Sobel filters. Next, the application
transforms gray images into binary images by Otsu
algorithm [12].
To extract plates in images, the idea is that the
application detects contours bounding plates. The
popular approach is an algorithm defining relations
between the borders on a binary image [8]. In this
case, plates have the shape of a rectangle so each
contour is estimated according to the proportion of
the width to the height. However, after the preprocessing phase, the application may not detect
contours bounding regions yet, so morphological
processing operations [9] on images might increase
the probability of finding out contours.
The direction of each plate often is deviated an
angle from the horizontal axis. The transformation
approximately calculates each deviation angle from
vertex coordinates. Obviously, this performance is
only good for small deviation angles. Otherwise, the
transformation makes images distorted and does not
improve the effectiveness of recognition.
As shown in Fig. 3, some plates in the first two
lines have irregular shapes. The application improves
quality and restores these plates to regular shapes as
illustrated in the remaining lines.
The next function is the CNN-BLSTM. In Fig.
2.b, the convolutional and pooling layers in the
network are placed alternatively. The network sets up
the number of filters from 64 to 256 for convolutional

layers. Pooling layers use Max function while the
activation in the layers is Relu [1].
The network installs a bidirectional LSTM
instead of an ordinary RNN. Each LSTM consists of
128 units, it uses sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent
activations [14] on gates and cell states. In the
LSTMs, these activations accelerate faster
convergence than Relu in learning phases.
The dense layer in the CNN-BLSTM does not
predict the final output. It provides a matrix
containing character probabilities for the CTC
Decoder (the last function). From softmax
probabilities and given labels, the Decoder will
predict the output sequence. In this case, the
application supports both BP and VBS algorithms for
the CTC layer.
Both Rmsprop and Adam optimizers make the
network converge quickly but Rmsprop lacks
stability during the learning phases. Thus, the
application chooses Adam [5] for the network.
Besides, there are other essential functions inserted
into the hybrid network to accelerate convergence.
B. Experiment and Comparison
The application uses programming languages and
relevant libraries such as C++, Python, and OpenCV.
The small data set (904 samples) is collected from
addresses: “www.kaggle.com/andrewmvd/car-platedetection”, “www.kaggle.com/pcmill/license-plateson-vehicles”, and some other sources on the Internet.
This set is split into the training set and the validation
set in the proportion 7:3. The validation set is used
for tuning hyper-parameters in training stages but it
is also used to evaluate the accuracy of the network.
The application shuffles samples of the data set, so
the network can experiment on different samples of
the training and validation sets in each session.
Fig. 4 illustrates the losses of the CNN-BLSTM
on two sets in a training phase. The common figure
of training phases is that the estimated losses decline
fast in the first 10 epochs. Afterward, these losses
have dropped very slowly. The CNN-BLSTM gains
a very low loss on the training set and a high loss on
the validation set. One reason for this outcome is that
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Figure 4. Estimated losses in a training phase.

Figure 6. BLEU scores of the SVM and the KNN.

Figure 5. Several plates in the validation set
are decoded by VBS.

In Fig.6, if the number of patterns in the training
set is small, BLEU scores (on a test set) of the SVM
and the KNN increase quickly. Afterward, when
increasing the number of patterns over 2000, then
two models have insignificant improvements in
terms of accuracy. BLEU scores of two models on
the test set (validation set of the hybrid network) are
lower than 0.9.
The SVM exactly predicts most samples of the
test set but sometimes it is not able to train irregular
plates. The result of segmentation much depends on
image processing operations. Ineffective operations
make conventional models difficult to train and
recognize such plates. Meanwhile, the KNN only
correctly predicts patterns from images, which are
taken in ideal conditions, so it gives the worse
accuracy with BLEU score below 0.85 (Table II). On
the contrary, the CNN-BLSTM trains almost all
samples, so in the case of recognizing one or more
characters incorrectly for each plate, then its BLEU
score still exceeds that of the SVM and KNN models.

the training data does not have a large number of
samples. Although there is a remarkable difference
between the losses on two sets, BLEU score on the
validation set is also good, around 0.92. In other
words, the network gets a reliable accuracy.
Table I shows that both BP and VBS algorithms
allow the CNN-BLSTM to generate highly accurate
predictions on the validation set. On the theoretical
basis, VBS may cope with the weakness of BP, but
on this data set, BP gives an overall performance
better than VBS.
Of course, the CNN-BLSTM still confuses
characters ‘I’ with ‘1’, ‘S’ with ‘5’, ‘G’ with ‘6’, ‘M’
with ‘W’, etc. Additionally, many plates contain
symbols or information about regions, so it mistakes
such information and extracts incorrect texts (Fig. 5).
But if working on a large data set, the CNN-BLSTM
makes fewer mistakes.
The CNN-BLSTM is not the first model to solve
the problem of license plate recognition. To have an
objective assessment of the accuracy of the CNNBLSTM, the application compares it with the SVM
and KNN models on the same data set. The SVM and
KNN take and train a set of discrete patterns, so the
application must segment samples in the data set into
discrete patterns. There are 2778 patterns in classes
from‘A’ to ‘Z’ and ‘0’ to ‘9’ for the training phases.

TABLE I. BLEU SCORES ON THE VALIDATION SET
Algorithm

Cumulative
1-Gram

Cumulative
2-Gram

BP

0.92

0.88

VBS

0.89

0.86

TABLE II.
Model
CNN-BLSTM
SVM
KNN

BLEU SCORES OF MODELS
Cumulative
1-Gram
0.92
0.89
0.84

Cumulative
2-Gram
0.86
0.85
0.78

IV. CONCLUSION
The approach of machine learning obtains very
impressive results for the problem of license plate
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recognition. Nonetheless, a difficulty of these models
is that they must segment plates into patterns before
training phases. A hybrid network taking the
advantages of convolutional neural network and
recurrent neural network is another approach, which
can train a data set including irregular plates or poor
quality plates.
In this paper, the application builds a hybrid
network of CNN-BLSTM and a Decoder of CTC for
the problem. The application evaluates the accuracy
of this hybrid network on the validation set by BLEU
scores (from 0.86 to 0.92). These results are better
than BLEU scores of KNN and SVM models.
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